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C7

SPECIFICATIONS AND FEATURES

CLEANING FEATURES

Ideal for Pool Sizes Ideal for up to 105 feet

Cleaning Cycle Time(s) 4 / 5 / 6 hours

Cleaning Mode(s) Quick, Standard, Enhanced

Filter Type Top Load, Fine Basket

Number of Brushes 2

Pool Cleaning Floor

OPERATING FEATURES

Drive System CleverClean™

Easy-to-Use (Plug & Play) 

Remote Controllable 

Caddy Included 

Tangle-Free Cable 

Industry Leading Warranty

2 Years - Limited 
24 months - PP 

24 months - PS / C / M 
0 months - B / T / F

PROGRAMMING FEATURES

Cycle Time Selector 

Full Bag Indicator 

Delay Start 

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES

Caddy Available Included

Additional Filter(s) 

CommercialCLASSIFICATION

Model # 99997151-C7C7

World’s #1 Robotic
Pool Cleaning Brand!

World's #1 
Robotic Pool 

Cleaning Brand!

PP = Plastic Parts     PS = Power Supply     C = Cable     M = Motor     B = Brushes     T = Tracks     F = Filters

Exceptional Experience



Exceptionally Tough. 
Extremely Efficient.

The perfect cleaning solution  
for large commercial pools  

up to 105 feet

DEPENDABILIT Y  
THAT MAT TERS

Built for heavy-duty cleaning 
performance and reliability, the 

Dolphin C7 is backed by a limited 2-year 
warranty, covering labor and parts. Get 
the best protection of any robotic pool 

cleaner on the market.

QUICK PAYBACK

Many Dolphins pay for themselves 
within a year. Investing in a Dolphin 

commercial pool cleaner is like 
adding a new member to your 

crew. Dolphins reduce labor costs 
associated with pool maintenance, 
allowing for more time to focus on 

other facility needs.

HANDS-OFF CLEANING

With plug-and-play, fully automated 
operation, Dolphins allow you to 

get more done in less time. Remote 
control with multiple cleaning cycles 
helps minimize cleaning downtime.  

Clean the pool overnight and be 
ready for guests in the morning.

C7

Extra-Wide for 
Maximum Efficiency
Get the best wall to wall cleaning coverage with an 

extra-wide cleaning path of 22 inches. Dual scrubbing 

brushes loosen, lift, and capture tough dirt and debris, 

leaving your pool’s floor exceptionally clean.

Healthy Water.  
Happy Guests.
Dolphins filter and circulate thousands of gallons of 

water per hour, improving water circulation, leaving 

the pool water polished and exceptionally clean for 

enhanced guest satisfaction. The large capacity fine 

filter basket (included) ensures clog-free operation—

removing leaves, dirt, and debris. Upgrade with two 

additional filter baskets: Stage 2 Ultra Fine and Stage 3 

Coarse for multiple layers of filtration. 

Smart Navigation for 
an Intelligent Clean
CleverClean™ Technology paired with a unique 

gyroscope system delivers accurate and effective 

scanning for systematic cleaning and complete 

pool coverage.  Remote control allows for handheld 

navigation and spot cleaning when needed.


